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Raphidmusic But it does make you wonder if that was a Japanese-only crowd. Because outside of Japan, there seems to be a large disparity in Re:Birth's popularity. Main Japanese sites do not show there are huge number of people who paid for the album. And

Imgur.com from Japan shows that the album was only sold for a few thousand dollars. The album has fewer people outside of Japan buying it. The numbers seem to be coming from this thread: [url= /r/2770. There it shows over 3 million (!) people watched a live
stream, including people from the US, Canada, UK, Germany, South Korea and more. I would assume those numbers are from internet reports. Personally, I think it shows the popularity is different in Japan and the rest of the world. Regardless, I love how the Utada

Hikaru Re:Birth crossovers, combined with the antics of Utada-san, including the Utada Hikaru Single Collection booklets and fan-made art, made the situation better. Winter The issue isn't just the demographic and performance, though. It's also cost. A quick search
shows that the biggest cost of this album is the box set itself. That means that a majority of the purchasing was done for the concept of the collection, rather than the physical assets themselves. Re:Birth tells us that they are running a promotion where they are giving
away a free album to those who buy the whole collection. This would be a great way to set the theme, and a great opportunity to tell the story of the project. I don't expect Utada Hikaru Re:Birth to be a classic, though I do think it'll be an interesting story. But the use
of U-sane does not sit well with me, and it can seem hypocritical when he makes her compare herself to Gaga. On the other hand, a lot of her songs are appropriate for a Utada Hikaru Re:Birth project. To connect the two, she has to be completely under the control of

the Japan Music Industry. The very definition of a U-sane Re:Birth project. It just doesn't sit well with me. February 14 Raphidmusic In U-sane's experience in the promotional video, he isn't in control of the music industry. This just isn't true, and he is being totally
hypocritical. He is content to have Utada be a big star, and the songwriting should be "free" as a promotional tool. The fact that he is using his own music, and that the Japanese music industry seems to see this as a betrayal of "real" Utada Hikaru, just isn't sitting well

with me. I think his recent involvement with U-sane has much more to do with the two of them being friends than it does with his experience in the music industry. 5ec8ef588b
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